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Red Canary Co-Managed 
Microsoft Sentinel Engagement

Engagement Summary
Red Canary sets you up for success with Microsoft Sentinel. We not only deploy Microsoft Sentinel for you, but we also 
optimize your instance according to your budget and the security value of your potential log sources. Our security experts 
lead your team through a security goals exercise to help you clarify your priorities, and we deliver 130+ analytics, 100+ 
threat hunting queries, and more into your Microsoft Sentinel instance that you get to keep in perpetuity.

Benefits

1

Many security teams place Microsoft Sentinel at the center of their security programs. 
We designed this engagement to streamline your journey from purchase to operational 
excellence, providing everything from tactical deployment to security program guidance, 
custom SIEM content, and more.

6 weeks or fewer from start to finish

DEPLOYMENT & SETUP OPTIMIZATION CLOSEOUTSECURITY CONTENT DELIVERY

We deploy and 
configure Microsoft 
Sentinel in your 
environment in 
weeks, not months, 
so that your team 
sees ROI quickly.

We rank your potential 
log sources by security 
value and recommend 
integrations in the context 
of your IT environment, 
security priorities, and 
budget, providing a cost 
estimate along the way.

We conduct a Security Goals 
Exercise and implement: 130+ 
analytic rulesets and 100+ 
threat hunting queries mapped 
to MITRE ATT&CK; 1 custom 
security dashboard; and 20 
automation playbooks. All of 
which you get to keep.

We provide an 
Engagement Summary 
of work completed 
and a prioritized list 
of recommendations 
that will help you get 
the most value from 
Microsoft Sentinel.

Accelerate time
to value

Spend more
efficiently

Stop threats you’d 
otherwise miss

Avoid common and extensive delays. In weeks, not months, our Microsoft 
experts setup and configure Microsoft Sentinel from scratch according to 
your needs.

After our consultative discussion and the cost estimate we provide, you’ll 
have confidence that your spending aligns to your budget and goals.

The goals exercise, analytic rulesets, specific threat hunting queries, 
workbooks, and automation playbooks work together to deliver the security 
value you’re seeking from Microsoft Sentinel.


